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ABSTRACT
Child pornography is a vital crime as per internet is concerned. The child is treated as equal to God. In current generation most of the people are harassing and making some videos likes pornography, by using the innocent child. As per legislation is concerned it oppose child pornography and harassment of child videos. In the United states Before 1996, Congress defined child pornography with reference to the Ferber standard. In the famous case New York v. Ferber the Supreme Court held that the government could take necessary steps and should restrict the distribution of child pornography to protect children from the sexual abuse which was consider to be an harm for the children and which may cause mental depression on them. In the famous case Osborne v. Ohio 1992, in the Ferber case the court insisted in banning the child pornography. The Child Pornography Prevention Act explain the definition of child pornography. The first definition explain about the prohibition of any visual depiction, including photography, video photo film, or computer or a computer generated picture. “The act also prohibits a minor engaged in any sexual activities. In a contravention case of Ashcroft. The Court observed that this provision Virtual pornography was consider to be an vital crime. This pornography includes an virtual images, film and movie of a child in the form of pornography. The child pornography prohibition, Act prohibits image that was advertised, promoted, presented, described, or distributed and also the minor who engaged in sexuality. Most people consider pornography images are consenting with adults. However, there are many child pornography and also our society consist of many people who has sexual interest towards children. This child pornography is commonly called as “kiddish porn”. Child pornography is illegal in Canada. Children are not voluntarily engaged in such type of pornography. Some children are forced by there own surrounding to engage in such kind of activities. Which may cause some harm to the children.

The rights of the children have to be protected by various means. This research clearly explain about the child pornography and regarding the pedophilia disorder on the children.
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INTRODUCTION
As per the child pornography is concerned there are many negative impacts on such activity. these kind of child pornography may lead to some kind of mental disorder on children and may also lead to some other vulnerability on child. As per article 21A of the Indian constitution is concerned “Every child between the age of 6 to 14 year should be provided with free and compulsory education. 51 A(k) also explain about the compulsory education for the children, this kind of child pornography is violating the article 21 and 51 A(k) includes an virtual images, film and movie of a child in the form of pornography. The child pornography prohibition, Act prohibits image that was advertised, promoted, presented, described, or distributed and also the minor who engaged in sexuality. Most people consider pornography images are consenting with adults. However, there are many child pornography and also our society consist of many people who has sexual interest towards children. This child pornography is commonly called as “kiddish porn”. Child pornography is illegal in Canada. Children are not voluntarily engaged in such type of pornography. Some children are forced by there own surrounding to engage in such kind of activities. Which may cause some harm to the children. Pedophilia is consider to be an important disorder which cause an sudden sexual disorder on an individual. The child pornography is divided into two types. Erotic and pornography. The child pornography is consider to be an illegal as per Indian litigation. Any material is consider to be an child pornography if a child is involved and any sexual behavior. The pornography can be two types homemade and commercial.

OBJECTIVE:
1. To know about the child pornography and the regarding the countries having legislation for prohibiting child pornography
2. To know the effect of child pornography and children and these related harmful diseases.
3. To know about the pedophilia disorder and its symptoms.
4. To analyze about the offenders of child pornography and investigating regarding the famous case laws in India.
HYPOTHESIS
The research is based on primary and secondary data. The type of finding helps in knowing about the entire research.

Primary data includes survey, articles and books
Secondary data includes all secondary sources.

CHAPTER 1
TO KNOW ABOUT THE CHILD PORNOGRAPHY AND THE COUNTRIES HAVING LEGISLATION REGARDING THE PROHIBITION OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY
Child pornography is considered to be an indispensable wrongdoing in the present generation. Abusive treatment of the youngster through such recordings is considered to be an offense. Vigorous explicit entertainment is a harsh video picture or some advanced transmission of a few things identifying with the sex of a kid. This video additionally cause mental melancholy on the kids. Feelings for having youngster explicit entertainment additionally more often than exclude jail sentences, however those sentences are frequently changed over to probation for first-time guilty parties. A portion of the countries like Canada and Australia the law preclude the ton, mange and composed or pictures of porn and the clients are observed and deducted effortlessly.

The United Nations Optional Protocol on the Rights of the Child precludes the "creating, appropriating, dispersing, bringing in, sending out, offering, offering or having the tyke erotic entertainment. The Council of Europe's Cybercrime Convention.

The Council of European traditions on the assurance of kids against sexual manhandle helps in the security of youngster from such sort of recordings against kids. Article 34 of the UNITED NATIONS CONVENTIONS OF RIGHTS FOR CHILDREN (UNCRC) this obviously expresses "The legislature might take proper measures in shielding the kid from different abusers and aides in denying different explicit film, pictures, recordings and photographs.

AUSTRALIA
Erotic entertainment laws in Australia precludes every single sexual delineation of kids younger than 18 (or less than 16 in a few states). The law likewise covers delineations of sexual acts including individuals beyond 18 years old. The law additionally precludes the general population to utilize any sort of sexual pictures, recordings of kids regardless of whether they include in an appropriate lawful age. Moreover, there is an approach of zero resilience in a place, which covers simply anecdotal youngsters and in addition genuine kids. The ownership, creation, conveyance, import, deal, send out, import or access over the of tyke obscenity or sharing of such erotica is sum to detention, most extreme for the time of 10 years or which may adding up to fine which stretch out up to $275,000.

In August amid the time of 2007, An Australian was condemned to pay a $9,000 fine for the endeavor of bringing in eight DVDs from Japan. That video was contain explicit delineations of youngsters who were underneath the age of 14 and those kids were observed to be experienced the sexual brutality. The portrayal of kid was consider to be a key wrongdoing. Richard Janeczko, an acclaimed researcher said that "It was vital to comprehend that even toons or illustrations the individuals who are portrayed as anime were denied on the off chance that they contain some hostile sexual substance on it.

CANADA:
Canadian laws which was tending to youngster erotic entertainment are clarified in the Part V of Criminal code which is alluding about Sexual Offenses, Public Morals and Disorderly Conduct Offenses Tending to Corrupt Morals.

Segment 163 of the criminal Code characterizes youngster smut as "An erotic entertainment incorporates a visual portrayal which is made by electronic or mechanical parts or the visual describing the kids beneath age of 18, (i.e.) The delineation of kids for a sexual reason or portraying the portrayal of sexual organ or the butt-centric area of a man younger than eighteen years."

As indicated by the Canadian law the base punishment for ownership of or getting to the kid explicit entertainment is the detainment for the time of six years.

UNITED KINGDOM
The youngsters are sexually manhandled for the vigorous explicit entertainment. The vigorous manhandle was consider to be a typical one on the visual erotic entertainment. The idea of Child sexual mishandle has been perceived particularly in the United Kingdom. Kid sexual manhandle is unlawful in each state, as well
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as under the government law. The kid sexual mishandle law many somewhat change from state to. State. in any case, which was trailed by the nation of United kingdom.

**CHAPTER 2**

**TO KNOW THE IMPACT OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY AND THE RELATED TRAMMELING DISEASES.**

As per the child pornography is concerned there are many negative impacts on such activity. these kind of child pornography may lead to some kind of mental disorder on children and may also lead to some other vulnerability on child. as per article 21A of the Indian constitution is concerned “Every child between the age of 6 to 14 year should be provided with free and compulsory education. 51 A (k) also explain about the compulsory education for the children , this kind of child pornography is violating the .the article 21 and 51 A(k).

**IMPACT OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY**

Child pornography is consider to be an vulnerable crime in the eye of law. Pedophilia means. A person who has sexual attraction toward a preadolescence, the female will attain their puberty between 10 to 11 and the male will attain the puberty between the age of 11 to 12. In many part of the world the child pornography are taken and distributed around the world. This pedophilia is caused due to dialogical and statistical mental disorder on a person. This kind of disorder may urge a particular person and increase their sexual hormonality on them. This disorder may also increase mental pressure on these people and make them vigourous. Many children are mentally affected and lead to depression due to child pornography, children are harrased by their own father and family because of their own sexual needs and satisfaction. The reason for such pedeophila disorder is not yet discovered by the scientist, but these disorder are caused due to the harmonic disorder on a people. According to 2011 survey, pedophilia is diagnosis but after such no solution was created for such disorder. Pedophilia is consider to be an one of the sexual disorder which may urge an individual in satisfying his sexual thirst on having sex with a children. This kind of disorder may happen to both men and women. Most of the people consider child pornography is consider with adults. Child pornography is a pornography which is made by using a child which is familiar as “kiddish porn”. Most to the child are harrased by their own family and relatives. This type of child pornography is consider to be illegal in India and Canada. These child should be protected under certain provisions under law. And undercharter rights and freedom.

**CHAPTER 3**

**TO KNOW ABOUT THE PEDOPHILAI S ORDER AND ITS RELATED SYMPTOMS.**

Pedophilia is consider to be an important disorder which cause an sudden sexual disorder on an individual. The child pornography is divided into two types. Erotic and pornography. The child pornography is consider to be an illegal as per Indian litigation. Any material is consider to be an child pornography if a child is involved and any sexual behaviour. The pornography can be two types homemade and commercial. Homemade pornography is something where it will not be circulated and kept for their own purpose. Commercial pornography is something which will be circulated among the people and it is consider to be an illegal one as per India. The child pornography is of two types mainly erotic and pornography. Erotic is something which involves some sexual instrument and pornography are those which conatin an sexual behavior and sexual intercourse of an children. There are many symptoms of child pornography which are given below.

**INJURIES:**

Many children may suffer from injuries due to such vigorous sexual activities. The children who are between the age of 10 to 16 are suffering from such harassment by most of the people. Many people are behavior vulgarly towards their own daughters and relatives in some circumstances male child also suffer from such sexual abuse which was consider to be less than the suffering of the male child. The pornographic video are mostly caused by the outsiders.

**CHANGE IN BEHAVIOR:**

The child pornography may also cause enormous changes in an individual such changes may cause them a fear towards their surrounding. The suffered child may undergo some king of mental stress and disorder which which called as “Diagnosis and statistical mental disorder” This type of changes cannot be plainly consider as a mental disorder which also contain a part if sexual disorder on a children.
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FEAR OF HOME:
The child pornography may also cause fear of home on an individual. This kind of fear may feel them guilty and lonely which may cause mental depression on them which may also result in various dangerous and also cause harmful result. In present generation may child are treated and blackmailed by the pornography which may cause some metal pressure on them.

SEXUAL BEHAVIOR:
This child pornography may cause some sexual behavior on a child which may lead to female masturbation. Such kind of behavior may lead to violent activities on a children and may cause urge on a children for sex and may increases to some sexual behavior and foreplay on a children.

CHAPTER 4
TO ANALYZE ABOUT THE OFFENDERS OF CHILD PORNOGRAPHY AND ALSO INVESTIGATING REGARDING THE FAMOUS CASE LAW IN INDIA
The child pornography is consider to be an illegal in India. Most of the child who are consider to be orphan are misused by most of the people for taking such pornographic videos. Most of the people are using their own daughter for such erotic videos and circulated them. In Australia, a famous case was tried under a honorable court in that case a 51 years old man and a 45 yrs old lady was given 21 years imprisonment and non parole for taking pornography of his own daughter of 11 to 12 years. Such kind of pornography may also article 66A. The article 66Adoesn't clearly explain about the child pornography separately. but prohibits child pornography. These types of crimes may create psychological depression on the minds of the children.

OFFENDERS:
The child pornography is consider to be an vital crime and the child pornography not only includes pornographic videos but also include photos etc. The offenders of pornography includes.

PRODUCERS
The producers are consider to be an important offender as per child pornography is concerned. These pornography includes the production of such videos, who intended to sell such videos for they own profit. These kind of producers will be prosecuted under Indian law. Some children are kidnapped by various people for the purpose of taking such pornographic videos which is punishable under section 363 of Indian Penal Code. And the person who kidnapped child will be imprisoned for not less than 2 years and also may liable for fine.

DISTRIBUTERS
The distributers are those who intended to sell such kind of child pornography to various deals and people. Some kind of child porn will also be released in online and may be circulated among various people. Such kind of video may spoil may of the youngester and may develop an intension of sexuality among them. These distributer may also sell these videos, photo and various enormorous child pornography among various people.

USERS:
The users are those who get pleasure in using those videos, photos, these people can commonly know as pedophilars. Such kind of people have an enjoyment in using such pornographic videos, photos, games etc. There are many pornographic games which attract those pedophilars towards such games and create addiction on them. Sexting of such video is consider to be an criminal offence. The following are the people who are consider to be a offenders for using child pornography

1) Youth who are possessing or accessing towards pornographic video.
2) Youth who are transmitting, sexting of such pornographic videos, photos, film and also anime generated games
3) Criminal harrassment, extortion, voyeurism are also consider to be an offensive one.

CASE LAW:
The famous case of jagmohanbalbarsingh. In this case the offender belong to the army force. He was arrested for an sexually expict images and video of an child. This incident was happened on may 8 2010 on delhi He was arrested for using and transmitting such pornographic video and images. During the time of investigation the patrol got an 2 disk of videos from his home which contain the pornographic video and images. The offender was prosecuted and punished under
section 66A of information technology, Act. 2000. As per Indian legislation is concerned the child pornography is consider to be an criminal offence.

SUGGESTIONS:

1) AWARENESS PROGRAM:
A awareness program should be conducted to create awareness among the public regarding child pornography. The program should elaboratetly explain about the child pornography and its harmful effects on children. The school should take proper initiative in creating awareness among children regarding the child pornography. Most of the people are taking pornographic video by using the school children so the awareness should be created among the children regarding such type of pornography. The children should be encouraged by the parents to share all matters with them. Hiding of such matter may create harm not only to the parents but also to the child future life.

2) COUNSELING:
As the pedophilia is consider to be a sexual disorder. It should be given counseling for the treatment of such disorder As the sexual education is consider to be an important which should be thought during the days of schooling. The pedophilias should be given proper counseling to overcome such disorder.

SEXUAL EDUCATION:
The sexual education should be given and the awareness should be given to the children regarding such child pornography Most of the children who below to rural areas are not aware of sexual education. So all the school should give sexual education to the children.

CONCLUSION:
Thus child pornography is consider to be an vital crime. The child pornography is now a days child pornography is accessed through electronic devices. The child pornography is prohibited in some countries like Canada, United kingdom, India etc. The child pornography is also banned in all porn sites. And Government are taking necessary steps regarding the child pornography. Strigent imprisonment should be given for the violation of such laws regarding the child pornography. So the child should be free in the environment without any sexual abuse from the people including its family members. Thus for the proper development of the child and for the safety society the child should be protected from all types of barriers.
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